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A newmethod for abnormal spectrum detection based on themixed model of samples is proposed. The method
can detect abnormal spectra on the condition that the content values are unknown. The method consists of four
steps. Firstly, mixed vector of the prediction sample is calculated according to the mixed model of samples. Sec-
ondly, estimated spectrum of the prediction sample is calculated according to the mixed ratio and the spectrum
of calibration samples. Thirdly, the difference between the estimated spectrum and the measuring spectrum is
calculated. Lastly F-statistical test is carried out to detect the abnormal spectrum according to the variance. The
method is compared with the MMS and PLS algorithms. In the experiment, it is assumed that the contents of
the prediction samples are unknown for the newmethod. For MMS and PLS, the contents of the prediction sam-
ples are known, andwhen the prediction error is bigger than three times the rootmean square error of prediction
(RMSEP), the spectrum is identified as abnormal spectrum. Results from calculations show that the newmethod
has better detection performances for abnormal spectrum caused bymeasurement background changes, instru-
mental noise increase, and the condition of detection samples containing non-calibration content thanMMS and
PLS algorithms. The newmethod provides a new approach to detect the spectrometer performance including the
background changes and noise increase in advance.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

One of the most important steps for multivariate calibration is
outlier detection [1,2]. The outlier is one that appears to deviate mark-
edly from other members of the sample in which it occurs [3]. Increas-
ing dimensionality of data adds to the complexity of detecting such
outliers [4]. Outlier may occur in calibration samples and prediction
samples. Outliers contained in calibration samples may have a signifi-
cant effect on the quality of themodel. Outliers contained in predication
samples may result in the unreliable predictive result. Many methods
were proposed for outlier detection in calibration samples [5–10].
Some methods were proposed for outlier detection in prediction sam-
ples [11]. For a prediction sample, usually the measuring spectrum is
known and the content values are unknown. Accordingly, detection of
the abnormal spectrum of the prediction sample becomes an important
work. The purpose of this study is to develop an alternative approach for
abnormal spectrum detection in the prediction samples. The origins of
abnormal prediction spectrum include measurement background

changes, instrumental noise increase, and prediction samples contain-
ing non-calibration content. The existence of the abnormal spectrum
will directly affect the results of the spectral analysis. On the condition
that the prediction content values are unknown, a new method is pro-
posed for abnormal spectrum detection based on the mixed model of
samples (MMS) [12].

2. Theory

2.1. MMS algorithm [12]

In MMS algorithm, it is assumed that a prediction sample can be de-
scribed as mixtures of the calibration samples in proper proportion,
where, ai (i = 1, 2, 3, …, p) represents the mixed proportion of Si
(i = 1, 2, 3, …, p), Si (i = 1, 2, 3, …, p) represents the i-th calibration
sample, and p is the number of the calibration samples. The value of ai
is equal to the ratio of the volume of Si to the volume of a prediction
sample. Obviously,

Xp
i¼1

ai ¼ aTb ¼ 1 ð1Þ
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where, a=[a1, a2,…, ap] T, superscript Tmeansmatrix transpose,b is an
p × 1 matrix, and b = [1, 1,…, 1] T.

According to the mixed process, the concentration values yu of the
prediction samples can be described by

yu ¼ aTY ð2Þ

where, Y is a p × N matrix of concentration values for the calibration
samples, and N is the number of the pure components. One condition
of the MMS algorithm is that M N p, which means that the number of
wavelengths is greater than the number of calibration samples. Another
condition is that Y should be full rank (the rank is N).

For the calibration samples, the spectra can be described by

X ¼ YKþ e ð3Þ

where, X is a p × M matrix of the measured intensities (absorbance
values in the case of Beer Lambert law) for the M variables
(e.g., wavelengths) and the p samples, K is a N × M matrix of the pure
component signals (e.g., spectra) at unit concentration, and e is the
error matrix.

For a sample of prediction set, the relation between spectrum xu and
concentration yu is

xu ¼ yuKþ eu ¼ aTYKþ eu ¼ aT X−eð Þ þ eu ¼ aTXþ em ð4Þ

where, xu is a 1 ×Mmatrix of spectrum for the prediction samples, and
yu is a 1 × N matrix of concentration values for the prediction samples.
eu is a 1 × M measuring error matrix, and em = eu − aTe.

Eq. (4) denotes the relation between the spectrum of prediction
sample and the spectrum of calibration samples. The optimal mixed
ratio can be calculated according to Eq. (5).

aopt ¼ XXT
� �−1

XxT
u þ

b−bT XXT
� �−1

XxT
ub

bT XXT
� �−1

b

0
B@

1
CA ð5Þ

2.2. Detection method for abnormal spectrum

The values of random noise in measuring spectrum are assumed
to have a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a variance of σ2.
The noise in measuring spectrum is irrelevant. Variance σ2 repre-
sents noise power. It is an important performance parameter of
spectrometer.

2.2.1. Noise analysis of calibration spectrum
InMMS algorithm, Y is a p×Nmatrix (p NN) of concentration values

for the calibration samples, Y has full rank and the rank isN. Theremust
be a vector a0 that satisfies Eq. (6)

aΤ0Y ¼ 0: ð6Þ

Considering Eq. (3),

aΤ0X ¼ aΤ0YKþ aΤ0e ¼ aΤ0e: ð7Þ

Eq. (7) shows that when the vector a0 multipliesX, the result equals
to vector a0 multiplies e. The optimal solution anull of the vector a0 can
be calculated according to Eq. (8)

anull ¼ XXT
� �−1 b

bT XXT
� �−1

b
: ð8Þ

Let

xnull ¼ aTnullX ð9Þ

Since,

aTnullX ¼ aTnullYKþ aTnulle ¼ aTnulle ð10Þ

where, xnull represents the noise of calibration samples. The power of
xnull can be estimated according to Eq. (11)

P̂null ¼
xnullxT

null

M
: ð11Þ

The real power of xnull should be

Pnull ¼ aTnullanullσ
2: ð12Þ

Normalized noise xnull

xnull1 ¼ xnullffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aTnullanull

q : ð13Þ

The normalized noise xnull1 has a normal distribution with a mean of
0 and a variance of σ2.

Considering Eq. (9), (13) can be rewritten as

xnull1 ¼ aTnullXffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aTnullanull

q : ð14Þ

2.2.2. Noise analysis of prediction spectrum
For the prediction spectrum, four kinds of possibility should be

considered.

① The first possibility is thatmeasuring spectrum is normal. For the nor-
mal prediction spectrum xu, the noise in prediction spectrum has the
same distribution as the noise in calibration spectrum.
The estimate value of prediction spectrumcanbe calculated according
to Eq. (15)

x̂u ¼ aToptX: ð15Þ

The difference between the estimate value and measuring value of
prediction spectrum can be calculated according to Eq. (16):

exu ¼ x̂u−xu: ð16Þ

Considering Eq. (4), (16) can be rewritten as:

exu ¼ aTopte−eu ð17Þ

where, exu is the linear combination of e and eu, so exu has a normal
distribution. The variance of exu can be calculated according Eq. (18)

s2u ¼ 1
M

exueTxu ð18Þ

where, su2 represents variance of exu. The expectation of su2 is the
power of the noise exu. It can be calculated according to the Eq. (19)

E s2u
� � ¼ Pu ¼ E

1
M

exueTxu

� �
¼ 1þ aToptaopt

� �
σ2 ð19Þ

Normalized exu,

exu1 ¼ exuffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ aToptaopt

q ð20Þ
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